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1. Human Rights Based Approach Concept  
Conceptual framework for human development programming normally based 


on International Human Rights standards and operationally directed to 


promoting & protection Human Rights. 


 


Source: Antonelli G., Integrating a child-rights based approach to strategic planning, in Planning and Development Office at the Service of the 
Salesian Charism in the Province, Seminar, Hyderabad, November 2011, p. 202 


HR-Explained 
 Human rights are “the rights people are entitled to simply because they are human 


beings, irrespective of their citizenship, nationality, race, ethnicity, language, sex, 


sexuality, or abilities; human rights become enforceable when they are codified as 


conventions, covenants, or treaties or as they become recognized as customary 


international law.”  


 Human rights are rights inherent to all human beings, whatever our nationality, place of 


residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language, or any other status. We 


are all equally entitled to our human rights without discrimination. These rights are all 


interrelated, interdependent and indivisible.  


 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a document in the history of 


human rights. …it set out, fundamental human rights to be universally protected. The 


Declaration was adopted by the UN General  


Assembly in Paris on 10 December 1948 during its 183rd plenary meeting. 
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HRBA 5 PRINCIPLES 


1. Applying all rights (HR legality, Universality & Indivisibility) 


2. Participation & access to the decision making process 


3. Non-discrimination & equal access 


4. Accountability & access to the rule of law 


5. Transparency & access to information 


 


REMINDER 
 It is child-centered, focusing on the most vulnerable & marginalized 


children as right holders. 


 It focuses on accountability as duty-bearers. 


 It focuses on empowerment of both right holders & duty bearers. 


 It uses participatory approaches. 


 A holistic approach in line with Don Bosco’s teaching/charisma. 


Source: Antonelli G.,  Integrating a child-rights based approach to strategic planning, in Planning and Development Office at the Service of the Salesian Charism in the Pro 


Seminar, Hyderabad, November 2011, p. 202  


Human rights systems 


Source: OHCHR  


NATIONAL  


Other  International  
Instruments  


Regional  


UN  Charter  
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http://www.ohchr.org 


 


 


Understanding stakeholders, helps to improve the advocacy strategy. 


 


Power  


High power - low  will  
Stakeholders with low  


interest on  issue ,   potential 
opponents 


Low power - low  will 
Stakeholders with low  


interest on  issue ,   potential  
opponents  


High power - strong  will  
Stakeholders with high  interest  


on  issue ,   potential allies  


Low power - strong will  
Stakeholders with high interest  


on issue,  potential allies  


Will  


Stakeholders’ analysis 
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WHAT CAN WE DO? 
 


 Facilitate the encounter between institutions & people. 


 Participate in all areas where human rights issues are considered, at 
all levels. 


 Defend good practices & the exchange of experience. 


 Advocacy and Lobbying 


 Use HRBA (Human Right Based Approach) 


Advocating – Awareness Raising Campaign 
 


• Set Priorities, Goals and 


objectives (cannot be 


realized immediately!) 


• Set up an advocacy 


strategy and activities! 
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Tools & methods 
 


The choice is tightly linked to the context: 


 


 


 


 


Limited political space            Close collaboration  


campaigning                            lobbying  


Bilateral meetings  


Demonstrations  


Face - to - face  meetings  
Discussion  
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Collaboration: is key to success! 


Build collaborations and 


partnerships: 


Networks Alliances 


Cooperation Coalitions 
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Campaigning 


Campaign 


Talks &  
presentations  


Discussion  


Petitions  


Public  
meetings 


Advocacy 


Rallies &  
marches  


Pubblic 
stalls &  


exhibitions  


High  
profile  


Meetings  


Performances 


Our role  


Know,  


learn,  


involve  


Act and  
Re - act  


Adapt  


to  
policies  
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2. How to Host a Workshop 
 Design your workshop.  


   The first thing you need to do is answer the following important questions to guide the  


  vision and organisation of the workshop: 


 What are the goals of your workshop? 


 Who do we want our workshop to reach?  How will we get them there?  How many 


people? 


 What skills and sessions are most important to our participants? 


 How long of a workshop do we want to/can we organize? 


 What is our budget for the workshop? 


Once you have the answers to these key questions in place and a basic vision, it’s time to 


start reaching out and nailing down the details. 


Choose a venue.  


 The primary factor in selecting a venue is likely going to be where you have affordable 


 or free access. If you have some flexibility, there are a few recommendations to 


 consider: 


 If there is an available and affordable venue, being away from the city in a 


natural setting can go a long way in providing focus, quiet for reflection, and 


inspiration to the group. 


 If you’re organizing a multi-day workshop, we recommend trying to have people 


stay overnight in the same place together, as evening free time often becomes 


important bonding time. 


 Finally, most workshops benefit from having slideshows or power points or 


videos displayed during the workshop, so having a projector, sound system, and 


microphone is pretty important.  


Choose Your Dates.  


 We often find workshops have some of the best results when there is a clear, short-term 


 trajectory for the group’s work following the workshop. By timing the workshop to be 2 


 – 4 months prior to a major campaign or event, you can provide a powerful opportunity 


 for collaboration following the workshop that will help cement the bonds formed by 


 participants.  The only other major thing to consider is to choose dates that work for your 


 target audience, to make sure you get the people there that you want to reach. 


 


Recruit Great Participants.  


   Ensuring highly motivated participants in your target audience is possibly the most  


  important step in organizing your workshop – here are our recommendations for making  


  sure you get great participants: 


 In our experience, anywhere from 15 – 40 participants can be a good size. It’s 


enough people to have a diversity of perspectives and quality discussions, but still 
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small enough to have more intimate experiences and develop real, lasting 


relationships and bonds in the group. 


 We recommend using an application process and establishing clear criteria as to 


whom you are seeking for the workshop (people totally new to the issue or people 


with some proven leadership experience already, etc).  Be sure to reach out far and 


wide – this is a great recruitment opportunity! 


 Seek to get a diverse set of perspectives into the room – it will make for a richer 


and more educational experience for everyone! 


 


Designate facilitators.  


   Having effective, energizing facilitators are key for running a successful workshop.  


  Here are some recommendations for considering your facilitation team:  


 You’ll want more than one facilitator so you don’t get totally exhausted. For 


small groups (15-20 participants) 1-3 facilitators is sufficient. A couple more is 


usually fine for large groups, though you want to be sure that facilitators don’t 


overwhelm the group dynamic. 


 It can be helpful to make sure facilitators don’t have logistical considerations on 


their plate as well – this will distract from their ability to be able to prepare 


sessions appropriately. • It can be important to have at least one facilitator with 


workshop facilitation experience. 


 Make sure your facilitators know they are responsible for keeping the workshop 


on time, for preparing and covering all the material and group exercises, and 


making sure everyone participates. 


   


Organize the logistics.  


   This involves : 


 Food: Providing food on site will enable participants to focus, and keep them from 


getting hungry and distracted.  Meal times are also a valuable, informal team-


building time and it is usually best to have group meals together.  Providing tea and 


coffee to keep people awake, and for breaks is very helpful as well.  Make sure to 


ask people about food allergies! 


 Travel: Make sure you know when people are arriving and communicate to them 


about what support you can provide, and where to go when they arrive. 


 Lodging: Let participants know what type of lodging they’ll be staying in, whether 


they need to bring bedding, if there will be showers, etc. 


 


Develop the agenda.  


   Once you have the logistics together and your participants selected, it’s time to map out  


  exactly how you’ll use your time together. Here are some things to consider: 


 Less is more: the more you pack in, the more you’ll need to rush and the fewer 


participants will get out of the workshop.  Cut back as much as you can. 
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 Ask your participants: survey your participants to see what they want most 


 Build in breaks: Free time, breaks, and informal socializing are key in bonding and 


keeping up motivation and focus.  If you don’t give your participants breaks, they 


will rebel! 


 Plan an open session: Let your participants plan their own session, whether it’s a 


chance to share their work, or a discussion they’d like to have as a group. • Know 


that you’ll go overtime: It just happens – plan to be flexible. 


 


Run your workshop.  


   Have a great time, remember to breathe, and spend time getting to know the people who  


  come – they’re who you’re building this movement with!  A few other reminders:  


 Stay  energized – make sure to play plenty of games and energizers throughout the 


training to keep people’s spirits up 


 Document – make sure to take photos and videos to remember the workshop and 


communicate it via newsletter, your website, etc.  


Follow up.  


   After the workshop, aside from providing time for people travel home, rest, and digest the 


  material, it’s good to build off the positive energy and momentum created in the   


  workshop experience to continue engaging everyone, and ideally transitioning into real  


  action. This requires creating clear and efficient communications channels — newsletters, 


  email lists, facebook groups, etc. — and a constructive use of those tools. When a   


  workshop ends, no matter how tired you are, try not to disappear. Capitalize on the   


  moment and both model continued leadership by initiating more work, and also continue  


  in your role as a facilitator, attempting to draw out and support other’s leadership, not  


  simply falling back to the same organizing team you began with when you started. 
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3. How to Organise A Conference 
Introduction 


Organizing a successful conference is the combined outcome of many things: how it is 


publicized, how many people are interested and register to attend it, how many people attend it, 


how many “significant” people from the area you address attend it as speakers as well as 


attendants, how you choose the location, how you communicate with the people running the 


space, and on and on. We’ll try here to provide some general yet important guidelines on how 


to organize a successful conference.   


Steps: 


1. The primary question is whether you want to organize a small local/regional 


conference, which will be mainly attended by people you already know and have 


contact with, or organise a state- or nation-wide or even international conference that 


will attract hundreds of people, most of whom you won’t know.  Irrespective of the size 


of the conference (small or big) a good conference requires a lot of work.  Therefore, it 


is advised to start months or, if possible, a year ahead (for a large conference) in order 


to make sure that space and everything else are in place by the time you will need them. 


2. Another important aspect is resources: in order to ensure that you have the necessary 


resources to organize a conference, use the following checklist: 


 Do we have the resources – financial, personal, and otherwise – to do this?  


 Do we have the time and energy to do this? 


  Are there others – individuals or organizations – who should, and would be willing 


to do this instead? 


 Are there other ways to better achieve the goals we have for this conference? 


  


If the answers to all these questions point in the direction of organizing a conference, then go to 


it!  If you’re not sure, think carefully about whether it would be a good idea. 


 


3. Once you decide to go ahead, a way to help keep all the details under control is to make 


checklists.  Having a checklist of the necessary tasks for each part of the work you have 


to do – facility, presenters, etc. – with appropriate dates by which tasks need to be 


finished, will make your life infinitely easier, greatly reduce the chance for errors and 


forgetfulness (not to mention your stress), and increase the efficiency of your operation. 


 


4. A final point to keep in mind is work allocation: the more work you can delegate, the 


better.  Both the coordinator and the committee have too much to do.  Subcommittees, 


individual subcoordinators, or volunteers can take on those tasks and do them well.  Try 


not to burn anyone out – your conference will be far more successful if the organizers 


find the most of the work enjoyable and do able. 
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4. Tips for Holding Face To Face Meeting 


Well-run meetings produce good results. If meetings aren’t run well, what you set out to 


achieve may not occur and participants may not want to come back again. Meetings can also 


take up a lot of people’s precious time so you need to make sure they run smoothly so time 


isn’t wasted. Below are some checklists for ensuring your meetings (both formal and less 


formal) are successful. 


Before the meeting checklist 


Effective meetings are planned in advance.  


Make sure that:  


 the reason for people meeting face-to-face is clear  


 people are invited well in advance 


  the time and venue are appropriate for the people you are inviting (check for 


accessibility, childcare, time to fit with parenting responsibilities etc) 


 the objectives of the meeting have been communicated and understood 


  any reports and/or background papers or financial statements about which decisions need 


to be made are circulated before the meeting so they can be read and digested 


 people have been reminded about any jobs that need to be completed by the time of the 


meeting 


 the physical environment is prepared beforehand (check for warmth, fresh air, light, 


appropriate seating arrangements, water, etc.) 


 appropriate visual aids are in place e.g. whiteboard, markers, Blu-tak, sheets of paper, 


recording equipment, overhead projector, data show, etc. 


 any other resources needed for the meeting have been collected 


  any displays are assemble 


  there is an agenda 


  the chair or facilitator knows they will be taking on that role 


 


During the meeting checklist 


   The way a meeting starts is critical to its success. People need to feel welcome and   


  included, and if possible, have the opportunity to introduce themselves.  


   Chairperson/facilitator 


   It’s the role of the chairperson or facilitator to:  


 guide the style of the meeting procedure 


 make sure the meeting starts on time 


  know how to begin (e.g. with a prayer). Some words of welcome, inviting people to 


focus their minds on the matter at hand and share their joint purpose, may better suit a 


meeting that includes people who might object to taking part in prayers 


  welcome members and organise any introductions 


  be aware that people may face difficulties arriving on time (such as child-minding) or 


different cultures may follow different time scales 
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 if there are latecomers, welcome them, give them a moment to settle, then tell them 


what the group is doing 


  List any ground rules that have been developed by the members e.g. agreements about 


confidentiality of discussion 


  set a timeframe for the meeting and keep to it 


  allow some time at the beginning of the meeting to add additional items to the agend 


 keep to the agenda 


  use a range of tools or interventions to assist the group to complete its task e.g. 


summarising, clarifying, reflecting, suggesting options, raising energy levels, seeking 


agreement, encouraging participation and solving conflicts 


  as part of the closure, ensure that it’s clear what is to be done by whom and when 


  thank everyone for attending the meeting 


  where appropriate, end with a prayer or song 


 Check after the meeting that the room is returned to the state it was in prior to the 


meeting ( includes cleaning whiteboards ). 


Minute-taker 


   It’s the role of the minute-taker to record agreed decisions and tasks from each meeting. 


  Unless there’s a particular reason, it’s not necessary to record discussion. The minute-


  taker should record: 


 meeting time, date and venue 


 names of those present and any apologies 


 names of meeting chair or facilitator and minute-taker 


 meeting purpose 


 the matters for discussion, agreed action points or decision made and person responsible 


for and completion dates for those actions 


 Date, time, venue and purpose of next meeting. 


 


Ground rules 


   Ground rules should be developed by the group at the meeting who will be bound by  


  them.  


   These rules should cover:  


 respect for other people – no interrupting, no long monologues, no personal abuse, 


allow space for everybody to express their views 


 confidentiality – agreement on whether meeting content may be discussed outside the 


meeting 


 responsibility – everybody agrees to take responsibility for timekeeping, keeping to the 


agenda and voicing their opinions in the meeting rather than afterwards 


 decision-making – how are decisions to be made, by consensus or voting? If consensus 


can’t be achieved, at what point will alternative decision-making methods be used, and 


who will decide?  


After the meeting checklist 
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   After the actual meeting has finished, the following jobs need to be carried out: 


 action plans and follow ups confirmed 


 minutes checked by the chair or meeting organiser and the minute-taker 


  the timeframe for circulation of minutes, new reports, background papers, and the next 


agenda arranged 


 minutes circulated (sometimes on their own, sometimes not long before the next meeting 


when reports and background papers called for at the meeting can go out at the same time. 
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5. The Six Steps of Sustainability Planning 


Identify What Needs To Be Sustained  


 Describe what outcomes the coalition wants to sustain over time? 


 Describe what strategies the coalition needs to sustain to achieve/maintain their 


outcomes? 


 Determine what parts of the coalition itself will need to be sustained using outside 


resources. (i.e., staff, technology, space, volunteers, etc.) 


 


Identify What Resources are required 


 Identify what resources (i.e., hard cash, in-kind resources, human capitol, space, 


technology, time, etc) the coalition believes will be needed to sustain the strategies and 


outcomes overtime, including the essential elements of the coalition itself. 


  


Create Case Statements 


 Case Statements are impact statements used to clearly identify what must be sustained, 


why and how.  They are usually about three sentences long and can become the statement 


that drives forward the planning process. 


 Describe why the focus work of the coalition is needed in the target community? 


 Describe the benefits of the coalition’s work including the impact the coalition is having 


on creating community level change.  Why is this work important? 


 Describe the consequences of not having the coalition’s work in the community. 


 Include specific needs of support in your case statement (i.e., money, volunteers, space, 


etc). 


   


Determining Funding Strategies 


 Describe how the coalition plans to provide or develop needed resources to fund the 


identified strategies.  This should include thinking about how the coalition implements 


four aspects of funding strategies: 


 Share:  Will the coalition share resources with other partners or how will partners 


support the work with their resources; 


 Charge:  Does or will the coalition charge for products and services; 


 Ask:  Does or will the coalition ask for donations from individuals/organizations; and/or 


 Earn:  Does or will the coalition earn income through entrepreneurial activities? 


   Coalitions may be able to seek funding from other entities (i.e., other federal programs, 


foundations, city/county/town council, state, etc.).  Outline how they will seek assistance 


in this way. 


 If the coalition is not currently engaging in any of the above named strategies, describe 


the coalition’s plan for implementing resource development strategies in the future.  


Include what actions the coalition is taking now to start sustainability activities before 


the grant funding expires.   
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  Identify Potential Partners 


 Of the partners currently working with the coalition, who has been identified as being 


able to take on aspects of the coalition’s current work after DFCSP funding is no longer 


available? 


 Does the coalition have marketing tools? 


 Describe potential partners that will be needed or recruited to help support each 


identified strategy? 


 Why does this partner make sense for a specific strategy? 


 If they are not currently supporting this activity, how will they be recruited to support 


this activity? 


 Is your case statement compelling enough to sell this idea to this partner? 


 


 Action Plan to Contact and Present to Potential Partners 


 Describe what will be done to contact potential partners, when will each task be 


accomplished and what resources will be required to contact and present to potential 


partners. 


 Who needs to know about this effort 


 What is the coalition’s communication strategy for marketing their needs and requests 


for support? 
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6. Why Form and Sustain a National Coalition 
 Coalitions are often the main advocates for children’s rights acting on behalf of or with 


children and young people in the realisation of their rights 


 The credibility and authority gained from the collective membership generally 


outweighs what individual member organisations can achieve. 


 Coalitions serve as a platform for focusing action by all interested parties. 


 Coalitions ensure NGO participation in the reporting process with the UN Committee on 


the Rights of the Child. 


 Coalitions bring together a range of expertise and experiences which are vital for 


preparing alternative reports to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, and for 


the promotion of child rights. 


 Coalitions also enhance the capacities of individual members through the sharing of 


knowledge, skills and experiences in child rights promotion work. 


 Coalitions can provide protection for members, particularly for those organizations that 


might be vulnerable if challenged on their own. 


 The public presence and activities of coalitions raise awareness of children’s rights and 


the Convention. 


 Coalitions can be a useful means for donors to channel funding to a range of 


organizations for children rights work. 


 Coalitions have played a key role in stimulating change from a welfare orientation to a 


human rights orientation among organizations working with or on behalf of children. 
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7. Logic model for Advocacy Initiatives  
 


Although there are several strategies advocates use, coalition building is one that occupies a 


central place during all phases of the policy process as the sample logic model below depicts.  
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FLASH CARD 1 
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8. Tips for Working with the Media  
 


  Compose Your Story  


  You don’t have to be a published writer to develop a story that will interest the media. But  


 before you contact the media, you should compose your thoughts about why your pitch is  


 important— why it will make news. 


 Is your effort the first of its kind in your community? 


 Do readers want to know that there is someone in their town acting as part of a larger 


movement?—and how can others join you? 


 Is there a special person (perhaps your friend or neighbour) whose story would inspire 


others? 


 


Create a Media List  


Comb your local media’s websites, or call them directly to find out who you should talk to about 


your story. You can usually find contact information for the exact person you need to reach. For 


instance, if you want to have your story on local hospital appear in the local newspaper, find out 


which reporter covers “health issues” or “healthy lifestyle” and contact directly. You might want 


to talk live on a local radio’s TV’s morning show — visit their website or call them and find out 


exactly who is in charge of that show. Make sure you include online newspapers and famous 


blogs on your list. Keep this media list with emails and phone numbers ready. You will need 


them often. 


 


Draft Press Release or Letter to the Editor  


This document tells your story. Use the story you’ve composed, and put it on paper. Press 


releases contain news that media outlets can develop into print and broadcast news stories. A 


good press release communicates objectively about news and provides background 


information. Opinions can be expressed using quotes from credible sources. The press release 


also lists one or two knowledgeable contact people who are prepared to provide additional 


information. Make sure these contacts are easy to reach during normal business hours. Many 


media outlets receive large quantities of press releases daily, so you are facing stiff 


competition for media attention. An eye-catching headline and compelling first paragraph are 


essential to being noticed. A trusted relationship with the media (i.e., they see you as reliable 


and credible) will greatly increase your chances of receiving coverage. 


 


Things to remember: 


 Keep the release to no more than two pages— sometimes you can use WV templates to 


help you. If you write a letter to the editor, make sure you respect word count guidelines. 


 Use quotes from people involved with your event. 


 Give exact dates, times, locations and contact information. 


  Make sure you provide your own contact information so the media can call you for 


interviews or clarification. 
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 Ask a friend to proofread your document. 


  Consult your release with WV staff member, if you use WV logo you may need 


approval. 


  


Contact the Press  


At least one week prior to your event, and once your press release is approved (if needed), send 


it to your media list by e-mail. When e-mailing a press release, copy the text and paste it into 


the body of your e-mail. Most reporters will not open e-mails that have files attached. Also, be 


attentive to have a proper subject line to your message. 


 


Follow Up  


Follow up with each contact by phone to confirm receipt, and while you have their ear, ask 


them if they think your story will be of interest to them, or if they have other suggestions. Most 


reporters are happy to talk to you if you are professional and respect their deadlines. If they are 


on deadline, ask them if you can call them back at a more convenient time.  


 


Interviews  


Always be prepared! Make sure you bring to an interview: statistics, important dates and 


times, and any other information you want to share with the public. Always respect reporters’ 


deadlines. Also, be prepared to answer:  


 Why are you involved with this effort? 


  What does your organization/club/project/event do? 


  Dates, times, locations, specifics for your event. 


  How can people get involved? 


  What do you want the public to know about your cause? 


  Why was it important to you to be engaged in this activity, tell your personal story? 


Provide copies of invitations, press release and any other materials with further details 


about your event. The reporter may refer to these after you leave.  


 


Thanking Reporters  


After your story runs, contact the reporter and thank them for their time and for sharing your 


message with the public. A simple handwritten note card or an e-mail is a very nice gesture. 


Keep contact with reporters you already know personally. Do not call them only when you need 


them. Send them copies of your newsletters or post cards on holidays. 


Adapted from  


http://www.freedomfromhunger.org/ 


http://www.cdcnpin.org/ 
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9. Dos and Don’ts of Communications Plan 
 


DOS:  


 Build on experience accumulated by others, and explore constructive ways in which 


existing efforts can be improved and errors corrected. 


 Understand all your audiences: take time to define and understand all your target 


audiences precisely so as to be able to choose properly the communication channels, 


techniques and tools most likely to reach them. 


 Call for action in a straightforward way: One simple message that calls for clear action 


has a better chance of being understood than complex, multiple messages. 


 Combine channels and tactics: Combine different communication channels, techniques 


and tools. Broadcasting messages and mass media are more likely to prompt lasting 


behaviourchange when combined with interpersonal interventions. Such methods can 


include engaging audiences in direct ways through media interviews or profiles, call-in 


radio shows or TV talk shows, etc. 


 Pre-test your Communication Plans: Plan for ample time to check and re-check all 


messaging and communication materials with stakeholders, partners and members of your 


target audiences, through consultations, focus groups, feedback sessions, etc. Find out 


about other campaigns and how they have reached similar target audiences. Consider 


copying successful elements of other campaigns. 


 Be prepared for unexpected communications opportunities and emergencies: this 


could take the form of a media attack against the campaign (emergency), or an influential 


public figure may change his/her mind about the campaign issue and be willing to speak 


out publicly in support (opportunity). Any unexpected developments should be considered 


a priori and you should prepare response messages that will allow you to react quickly, in 


order to either seize opportunities or mitigate crises. Where possible, the communications 


strategy should outline a number of potential unforeseen scenarios, and include specific 


related action plans to respond decisively. 


 Keep abreast of new modes of communicating: The use of the Internet and other 


modern social media technologies, such as YouTube, Facebook, text messaging, Skype 


etc., is increasing day by day on a global level. Understanding how these work so as to 


“exploit” their potential for conveying messages rapidly to mass audiences and mobilize 


quick action, can be extremely beneficial to a campaign’s success. For more information 


check section on Social Media. 


 Respect ethics:  Ensure messages and their delivery, are gender-sensitive and consistent 


with human rights, and do not reinforce negative stereotypes about women and men, and 


their roles. Address concerns of those experiencing multiple discriminations (e.g. because 


of disability, age or descent) by involving them in planning your communication strategy, 


and facilitate their participation in campaign events (e.g. by providing sign language 


translation).  
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DON’T:  


 Adopt a negative, confrontational stance or disparage the work of others, because their 


efforts have accomplished little success. 


  Get diverged by gimmicks: Just because a communication channel or tool appears 


attractive (e.g. SMS campaigning, or offers by companies for free advertising in exchange 


for marketing their products), this does not mean that it is appropriate for your particular 


campaign.Gimmicky communications activities can sometimes backfire, distracting or 


turning your target audience away from your core message. It is important to research the 


benefit and consequences of using different types of channels or tools to see if these will 


work in your context and to your advantage. 


 Betray principles of gender-sensitivity and ethics for the sake of getting more attention 


(e.g. by displaying nudity or sensationalist images). 
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10. Guidelines for Improving The Readability Of Your Policy Brief. 
The following guidelines can assist you in improving the readability of your policy brief: 


1. State the issue explicitly and identify the purpose of the note at the outset. 


2. Make the topic of each section and paragraph visually prominent (using headings, 


subheadings, and topic sentences at the beginning of paragraphs). 


3. Keep the topic prominent by referring to it frequently (as the subject of sentences). 


4. Anticipate what reading style the reader is likely to use and the techniques to support that 


approach. 


5. Structure the text according to the nature of the information you want the reader to pay 


attention to (to convey main ideas, use a hierarchical structure; to convey details use a list 


structure). 


6. When you refer to something by a particular name, consistently refer to it by that name. 


7. In communicating expert knowledge to non-experts, explicate the most important 


concepts through the use of metaphors, analogies, examples, operational definitions and 


other forms of imagery. 


8. When the reader has some expertise in the issue, do not over-explain. 


 


FLASH CARD 2- From targets to tactics 


For each target identify the stakeholder and list it following the categories indicated. 


The output will be a precise design of the situation that will help you to identify types of actions 


to plan and implement. 
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11. Checklist for Understanding Internal Stakeholders 
 To what extent are your advocacy activities likely to be a priority for your office or 


region? Do they line up with the regional and/or national strategy? Who needs to be 


involved for the activities to succeed? Do they have capacity to assist? 


 


 Are there legal implications or risks of your planned activities? 


Ensure you involve the relevant legal/security/finance people early in the planning process 


if you think there may be issues. If significant issues are identified you will need to 


undertake a risk assessment and make a plan to reduce the risks. Your colleagues in each 


of these areas will be able to help you analyse the risks and prepare to address them. 


 


 Who are your internal stakeholders? 


Who needs to know about your activities? Who might be affected by them? Are the senior 


leadership and management aware of your plans? Do you need the help of 


communications or media colleagues? Or staff who develop policy or liaise with 


community members? Inform them early and secure their support. 


 


 Does the organisation have the right people? 


Do you have people within your office who can advise on the law and policy changes 


required? Do you have good connections to the people you are trying to influence? You 


may need to consider hiring external resources or joining with others advocating on the 


issue with the expertise needed. 


 


 How long can your advocacy activities be sustained? 


   What time frame can the office or region commit to? Is there enough budget and   


  resources to achieve your goals in this time? 


12. Ten Reasons to Do Governmental Engagement 
1. You can make a difference 


2. People working together can make a difference 


3. People can change laws 


4. It is a democratic right 


5. It helps find real solutions 


6. It is easy 


7. Policy makers need your expertise 


8. It helps people 


9. The views of non-government organizations are important 


10. It advances your cause and builds public trust 
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